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Key Inventory Systems Support 
Gaming Compliance
Posted on May 17, 2016  

One of the most regulated areas of aOne of the most regulated areas of any gaming 
facility’s physical security is the management and 
control of physical keys, which are used for access 
to all the most sensitive and highly secured areas 
of the casino, including counting rooms and drop 
boxes. By maintaining tight control of keys with 
sophisticated key inventory systems, casinos, poker 
rooms and other gaming operooms and other gaming operations can better 
comply with the various regulations and minimize 
incidents of loss and fraud. Continue reading

Benefits of Key Inventory Systems’ 
Ergonomic Design
Posted on June 6, 2016 

Good ergonomic design taGood ergonomic design takes into account the 
interaction between a device and the individual 
who uses it. All around us are products that have 
been ergonomically designed for our comfort – 
remote controls, coffee pots, keyboards, office 
chairs and so on. Continue reading

Fernando’s Blog

Facility Executive, “KeyWatcher Touch Key 
Management by Morse Watchmans.” 
Click here to view 

Making Headlines

Domestic

•  University of California–Santa Barbara,    
    CA – KeyWatcher Touch (32-key)

•  Great Wolf Lodge, CA – KeyWatcher   
    Touch (192-key)

•  Intercontinental Mark Hopkins, CA – •  Intercontinental Mark Hopkins, CA –   
   KeyWatcher Illuminated (80-key)

•  Ft. Leavenworth, KS – KeyWatcher   
   Illuminated (8-key)

International

•  Salalah International Airport, Oman –      
    Multiple KeyWatcher Touch systems

•  American Embass•  American Embassy, Haiti – 
   KeyWatcher Illuminated

•  Nam Theun 2 Power Company, Laos – 
   KeyWatcher Touch 

•  Carrefour, France – Multiple 
   KeyWatcher Illuminated systems

Be Sure to See Us

•  ACUHO•  ACUHO-I, in Seattle, WA – July 10–11

•  NW Indian Gaming Conference, in
   Oklahoma City, OK – July 25–27

Global Sales Highlights

Morse Sees Strong Turnout 
at Securex South Africa
The Morse team had a great showing at this The Morse team had a great showing at this year’s 
Securex in Midrand, South Africa. The booth prominently 
featured some of the latest data security and integration 
enhancements to KeyWatcher Touch, attracting strong 
interest from a range of industries. 

KeyWatcher Touch to Protect 
Massive Media Center in Dubai
KKeyWatcher Touch will soon be protecting Dubai Media 
City, a vast broadcast and media hub that includes 
some 1,300 companies spanning news, online media, 
advertising and more. Complementing efficient key 
management with a range of sophisticated tracking 
capabilities, the Touch has proven popular among high 
tech companies in the region and elsewhere.

Read the whole story

Application Highlight: National 
Oceanography Centre in the UK
Home to some 2,500 scientists, engineers and other Home to some 2,500 scientists, engineers and other 
staff, the National Oceanography Centre (NOC) 
conducts research on sea level change, technology 
development and other fields. The NOC is also the 
largest facility of its kind in the UK, and it needed a 
better way to manage keys – while also ensuring 
staff safety and compliance with a range of 
institutional and ginstitutional and governmental regulations. 
 

Since turning to KeyWatcher Touch, the NOC has 
managed to get rid of its cumbersome manual 
logging and maintain strict accountability for its 
keys, while making it easier for security to track 
down keys. In fact, the Touch system has been so 
helpful to security that the NOC is planning to 
expand the system to its maintenance department.

think inside the box.
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